
 

 

 

October 16, 2014 - Is It Time For You To Be Buying Blueberries? 

 

 Personally, I love fresh blueberries. I eat pounds of this delicious fruit every year. 

Given a choice between beer, cigarettes, or buying a lottery ticket, I would any day 

choose fresh crunchy blueberries. 

I know you all are wondering, "Ben,  what do blueberries have to do with today's 

volatile stock-markets?" 

With stock-markets plunging hundreds of points on a daily basis, sensing an 

opportunity, investors are starting to ask if now represents a good time to be buying 

stocks? 

Back to blueberries. Being a blueberry lover, experience has taught that $2.00 - $3.00 

dollars for a large box represents excellent value. The smaller box's are normally priced 

between $3.99 - $4.99.  

Blueberry fruit lovers understand blueberry values and price history. Buyers don't rush 

for the super-market exits when that large box falls in price to $2.00. Likewise, there are 

not many takers at $6.00 for a small box. Food shoppers do understand value and have 

a feel for the blueberry market! 

Back to the stock-market. Unlike blueberries, many investors have a less comprehensive 

understanding/feel for stock market correction cycles and  how to value a stock. The 

other day, with stocks down slightly (5%) from their record peak of September, 

investors started to ask me about "buying opportunities". This was a pavlovian reaction 

( buy on the dips) merely because stocks were below their peak levels and down 300 

points on one particular day. 

 

 



 

 

An understanding of stock market correction cycles is a key basic tool of the investment 

profession. If investors had a better feel/understanding of these cycles, it might prevent 

them from prematurely rushing into stocks (late in the biz cycle) after a mere 5% - 10% 

correction ( or buying $5.99 blueberries) Likewise, it might prompt investors to fill up 

their portfolios when equities experience a 20% plus bear decline.  

 

Definitions:       Correction/ Bear market 

A) Vanilla Correction: 5% - 10% drop from Index peak 

B) Deep Correction:  11% - 19% drop from Index peak 

C) Vanilla Bear Market: 20% - 39% drop from Index peak 

D) Super Bear Market: 40% + drop from Index peak 

 

Our investing juices really start to salivate with the confirmation of a 20% + bear 

decline. These "bears" usually drop by your neighborhood every  3 -7 years. 

Only time will tell if we are headed for a bear market (20%+) decline. Premature buying 

is one of the common risks made by value investors. In the Value Contrarian Fund it is 

our substantial cash hoard (now 24%) that permits us to remain calm in the face of the 

daily onslaught of negative news. Being "cashed-up" has its advantages both 

psychologically and strategically. 

 

Regards, 

Ben Horwood 

 

Your comments are always welcome via e-mail (benh@valuecontrarian.com) or LinkedIn. 


